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Let K be a not necessarily commutative field and K x the multiplicative 
group of K. A subring B of K is called a vahtation rhzg if every element of 
K is either in B or is the inverse of an element of B. 
A valuation ring B induces a topology on K with respect o 
{aBb [a, b~K x} 
as a base of zero neighbourhoods. This topology--introduced by Schr6der 
I-7] and Hartmann 1-2l--is a field topology which is minimal among the 
ring topologies of K. 
Let /C be the completion of K with respect to this topology. We 
investigate the algebraic structure of/~" and show that /~" is a ring with at 
most two maximal ideals. The main tool is an extension theorem of value 
functions on rings. 
There are examples of valued skew fields which have completions with 
exactly two maximal ideals. Hence, minimality of the topology does not 
imply that the completion is a skew field. 
In the first section we introduce S-topologies as a generalization of 
V-topologies. We show that valuation topologies are S-topologies. Since 
the completion of a field with a V-topology is again a field 1-31, we are 
mainly concerned with valuation rings which do not generate V-topologies 
(examples in [1, 5]). 
1. S-TOPOLOGIES 
Consider the following conditions on a filter r of a ring R. 
(A) The int~:rsection of all members of r contains only 0. 
(B) For every UeT there exists Vex such that V -  V_  U. 
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(C) For every Ue~ there exists Ver  such that VV_ U. 
(D) (1) For every Uez  and aeR there exists V~r  such that 
aV~_'U. 
(2) For every U~ z and a ~ R there exists I"~ z such that Va ~ U. 
Let ~ be a filter on R satisfying (A) and (B). Call a subset A of R open if 
for every aeA there exists U~x such that a+ Uc_A. By this definition 
induces a Hausdorff topology on R such that R becomes a topological 
group with respect o addition. A filter r satisfying (A) - (D) induces a ring 
topology on R. 
In this section let R = K be a not necessarily commutative field. A filter 
z induces a field topology on K if ~ satisfies (A)-(D) and 
(E) For every UEx there exists VE~ such that ( I+V) - t=_ I+U.  
The filter formed by all subsets of K containing 0 satisfies (A)-(E) and 
induces the discrete topology on K. In the following, we shall exclude this 
filter from our considerations. 
DEFINITION [2]. A subset A of K is called weakly bounded with respect 
to a filter ~ if for every U~x there exists Vet  such that 
VA V~_ U. 
A bounded subset A (i.e., for U~z  there exists Vex such that VA ~_ U and 
A V~ U) is" weakly bounded. The inverse statement does not hold in 
general. Some well-known properties of bounded sets turn over to weakly 
bounded sets. Obviously, a subset of a weakly bounded set is weakly 
bounded. If the sets A and B are weakly bounded then A u B, A + B, and 
A - B are weakly bounded. Since one-point subsets are weakly bounded all 
translates a + A are weakly bounded. Finally, a set A is weakly bounded if 
and only if for every UEr  there exist a, beK  ~ such that aAb~ U. 
DEnNmON. A filter r is called an S-filter if r satisfies (A)-(D) and the 
condition 
(S) (C U) -1 is weakly bounded for every Uer .  
(C U means the complement of U in K.) 
A topology of K is said to be an S-topology if it is induced by an S-filter. 
S-topologies generalize V-topologies which are defined by the condition 
that (C U) -~ is bounded for every U~ [3]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. An S-topology is afield topology. 
Proof. Let r be an S-filter and U e 3. By (A) we may assume -1  r U. 
By (B) there exists V,E~ such that V,-F,___U. Let F2er  with 
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I~(CVl ) - t  V2~-lg and V=1: InV2.  For v~V we have l+v~Vl ,  
otherwise - 1 = v - ( 1 + v) ~ 1:1 - I" I ~_ U. Then 
(I +v)  - I -  I =v( l  +v)  - I  v-v~ V I -  Vic- U, 
hence (1 + V) - t  ~ t + U. 
Under set-theoretic inclusion the filters on K satisfying (A) - (D)  foi:m a 
partially ordered set. Then we have 
LEMMA 1.2. I f  a filter a contahts a set V )rhidt is weakly boumled with 
respect o t, then t ~_ a. 
Proof Let U~t .  Since V is weakly bounded with respect to t there 
exists a, b~K ~ such that aVb~_ U. Further, by (D) there exists V'~a such 
that a -  ~ V 'b -  l = V. Thus 
V'~aVb~_U.  
Since V' E a we obtain U~ a. 
TIIEOREM 1.3. S-topologies are mhlimal among the rhzg topologies on K. 
Proof Let t be an S-filter, a a filter which generates a ring topology, 
and a~_t.  By (A) and (C) there exists Vea ,such  that I~  VV, hence 
Vn  V- I=~ which implies V_ (C  V) - Iu  {0}. Since Vea~_t  and t is an 
S-filter (C V) - I  and therefore V is weakly bounded with respect to t. By 
1.2, t ___ a, hence a = t. 
It is well known that the minimality of the topology implies that the 
completion has no non-trivial two-sided closed ideals and that, if K is 
commutative,  the completion is a field I-4, 8]. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let K be a f ieM and t all S-filter on K. Then there 
exists U E t such that 
{aUbla,  beK  x} 
is a base of  zero neighbourhoods. 
Proof Choose IVet  with 1 ~ W and Uet  such that UU~_ IV. Then 
U_~(C U) - I  c){0}, hence U is weakly bounded since t is an S-filter. For 
Vet  there exist a, beK  x such that aUb~ V. On the other hand, aUbet  
for a, b e K x by (D). Hence the sets aUb form a base of t. 
We call such a set U a generathtg set of the S-topology. 
Let A be a directed set. A net (a;.) in K where 2 runs through A, 
converges to x, written a:.---, x, if for every U e t there exists 2 o ~ A such 
that a;. - x ~ U for all 2 >~ 2o. 
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Analogously, Cauchy nets are defined. K is complete if all Cauchy nets 
converge. Let/~ be the completion of K. Then K is dense in/~ and for every 
xe /s  there exists a net (at.) in K converging to x. 
In the proof of the next proposition we use the following criterion 
(Stenzel [8]):  An element x of the completion of a topological field K is 
a unit if and only if 
at zt. --* 0 or z;a;. ~ 0 imply za ~ 0, 
where (at.) and (zt.) are nets in K and ax ~'x.  
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let K be a f ieM with an S-topology attd 1~ its comple- 
tion. Let U be a generathlg set o f  the S-topology. Let x ~ I(" and (a~), 2 ~ A, 
be a net hz K convergfltg to x. 
I f  x is not a unit hi I~ then 
(1) there exists a ~ K "~ such that for  all y ~ K x and 2o ~ A 
or  
at aE) 'U  for some ).>'20 
(2) there exists a ~ K ~ such that for  all y ~ K x and 20 e A 
aaz ~ Uy for  some ). >/20. 
Proof [6]. Choose V~ r such that V, VV~_ U. Since x is not a unit by 
Stenzel's criterion there exists a net (z~.) such that 
but 
(1) azzz--*O or (2) zaaa~O 
z~O.  
Then there exists tVe ~ such that for any 21 e A 
z~r IV for some 2>'21. 
Since r is an S-filter we have v(C IV)- 1 w_  V for o, w ~ K x, hence 
vzZ. tw~V for some 2>'2t .  
Let y ~ K x and 20 ~ A be given. 
(1) In the case axz~.--*O there exists 22~A such that 
at . z~yVv for all 2>-22. 
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Since A is directed there exists 2, cA with 21 >/2o, 22. For some 2>~21 >12o 
we have ozj-hve V, hence 
a;.w= a;.z~.z;, hv E yVvz~ hv ~_ yVV~_ yU. 
Putting a = w we obtain the first assertion. 
(2 )  In the case z~a~.-~ 0 there exists )-2 ~ A such that 
z~.a~.EwVy for all 2>/22. 
Since A is directed there exists 2~ cA with 2~ >/2o; 22. For some 2>~2.~ >/2o 
we have vzT. hve V, hence 
va;. = vz~ Iz~.a;. ~ vz~ hvVy ~_ VVy ~_ Uy. 
Putting a = v we obtain the second assertion. 
2. VALUE FUNCTIONS 
Let tV be a totally ordered set with a least element 0 and tV ~ = W\{0}. 
Let End W be the set of all endomorphisms of W, i.e., isotone mappings 
f: IV---* W with f(0) =0. 
The null endomorphism aps all elements of IV onto the least element 
0 and is also denoted by 0. 
The composition fo  g of two endomorphisms is again an endomorphism. 
Thus End IV becomes a monoid. Further, we define a partial order on 
End IV by 
f<~g:c~.fto<~gco for all co e; W. 
More exactly, End IV becomes a lattice by this definition, since 
sup(f, g)co := Max(f  co, gco) 
inf(f, g)co := Min(fco, gco) 
for f, g~End tV are endomorphisms again. The partial order of tV is 
compatible with the composition of End IV. 
We call f~  End IV semi-hljective if for co, co' e tV 
f(co) =f(co') :~ 0 implies co = co' 
and semi-surjective if for ct, to ~ IV 
~-..<f(to) implies ct=f(w')  for some co'~ IV. 
Finally, f is called semi-regular, if f is semi-injective and semi-surjective. 
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Let R be a ring with 1 and IV a totally ordered set with least elemen't 0. 
A mapping 
v: R --* End IV 
is called a vahwf imct ion  on R when the following conditions are satisfied 
(Vl) v(x)=O,~x=O 
(V2) v(x + y) <~ sup(v(x), v()')), 
(v3) v(xy)=v(x)v(>,), x, yeR,  
(V4) for xeR and ce  IV x thcre exists we  IV x such that v(x )w~,  
(V5) thcrc cxists an clcmcnt Woe tV x such that for every me tV we 
have 09 = v(a) 09o for some a 9 R, 
(V6) W x has no minimal clement. 
For a given value function v: R---) End IV and 09 9 tV we define the mapping 
R- ,  Iv, x~ lxl,o=v(x)09. 
We list some immediate consequences 
(a) Ix[,,,=O for all 09 9 IV implies x=O.  
(b) Ix+yl~,<Max(Ixl~,, I.)'1,~) 
(c) Ix)'l~,-- v(x) I.vlo, 
(d) Ixl~,=l-xl~, 
(e) Ixl~,> I.vl~, implies Ix+yl~,:  Ixlo,. 
(f) v(1) = id w (where id w is the identity on W). 
For instance, the last assertion is a consequence of (V5): Since every 099 tV 
has a representation 09 = v(a)o9o we have 
v(l )w = v(l ) v(a) 09o = v(a) Wo = 09. 
We shall show that a value function v: R --* End Winduces a ring topology 
on R. Let ~ be the filter generated by the sets 
U,.,o= {xeRI  Ixl,~<e}, ~, 09e Iv *. 
These sets are isotone with respect to e and antitone with respect to 09. 
Further, ,since v(x) 09' ~< ~ and v(y)09 ~< 09' imply v(xy)09 <~ v(x)09' <~ e, we 
have 
U ,. ,o, . U o,,. ~, ~_ U ,. ,~ 
for 8, 09', 09 e IV x. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let v: R ~ End IV be a vahte function on a rhlg R and 
the filter generated by the sets 
U~.,~= {x~Rl lx [o ,<~},  ~, 09~ IV ~. 
Then r flt&tces a rbzg topology on R. 
Proof  We must prove that r satisfies the conditions (A)-(D).  
(A) Let x~-0  be an element of R. Then v(x ) r  say v(x)co>0.  
Choose e~ W x with ~ < v(x)w, then xr  U~,,~. Hence the intersection of all 
U,.,o contains only 0. 
(B) This follows immediately from 
U,,~,+ U~,,~ ___ U . . . .  
which are consequences of (b) and (d). 
(c) 
(D) 
(a) 
(b) 
U,, o, = - U~, ~ 
Let U ..... be given and c '=  Min(e, 09). Then 
U,,, ,o" U~,, ~ _ U,,, c" U~., ~, _~ U~,, ~, ~_ U~, ~,. 
Let x ~ R and U,,,~ be given. 
By (V4) there exists 09'~ W x such that v(x)09'<... ~, then 
xU,,,..,~=_u,.,,~,.u,,,..,~=_u~.,,,. 
Let 09'~ IV x with v(x)09 ~< co', then 
U~.o,.x~_ U,.~,.. U~.,~,=_ U .... . 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R be a rhlg with a vahte fimction o: R ~ End IV and 
1~ the completion o f  R with respect o the topology hl&tced by v. Then there 
exists an extension 3:/~ ~ End IV of  o. 
Proof  (1) Let (a).), 2EA,  be a Cauchy net in R with respect to the 
topology induced by r. Then (az) is a Cauchy net with respect to I1~, for 
all co ~ IV. 
Let x be an element of the Completion and (az) a Cauchy net in R with 
a~ ~ x. Consider an element co e IV. If la~.l~,--* 0 (in the order topology on 
IV) we define 
t~(x)09 =0. 
Otherwise, ~ ~ tV x exists such that for all 2 E A an element It/> 2 exists with 
laul,o>~. Since (az) is a Cauchy net with respect to [I,,, there exists an 
element 2o ~ A such that 
la~. - a~[,~ ~< ~ for all 2, F >/20. 
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If la,,I,o > e we have by (e) 
[aal~ = la,, + (a,. - au)l,o = la~,l~, 
hence 
[aal,,, = laj,, ,  for all 2 i> 20. 
In this case we define 
f(x)~o = la;.01,~. 
It is easily shown that the definition is independent of the choice of the 
Cauchy net converging to x and that ~ is an extension of o. 
(2) Let tol ~<to2- In order to show ~(x)to~ ~<6(x)to2 we may assume 
6(x) tol >0.  Let a;~x.  Then 
f(x) to1 = laj.l~,, for 2 >/20. 
Since la;.I,~, ~< la~[,o2 the net (laal,o2) does not converge to 0, hence 
f(x)to2=la~l,,,2 for 2~>2~. 
Since A is directed there exists an element 2>/2o, 2~, hence 
t~(x) tol -- laal~,, ~< la~.lo,2-- 6(x) to2- 
Further, f (x ) to=0 for to=0.  Thus f (x )eEnd W. 
(3) If t~(x) = 0 then f(x)to = 0, hence la;.[~, "-" 0 for all to e W. In other 
words, for all e, to~ W x there exists 2o~A such that aa~ U,.~, for 2/>2o. 
Thus (a;.) converges to 0, hence x = 0. 
(4) Let x, y eR.  We show f (xy)=t ; (x )~(y) .  Let oge W x and 
to o = t~(y)og, ~!  = ~(x) too = t~(x) f(y)to. Consider Cauchy nets (a;.) and (ba) 
in K with 
a~ ---* x, b~ --* y, hence a~ba ~ xy. 
We distinguish the following cases. 
(a) Let too, co1>0. By (V6) there exists ce  W x with e<too,  to~. 
Further, since (az) and (bz) are Cauchy nets there exist 2~, 22 e A such that 
[b;.-b~l,,,<~e for all 2, l,>>.21, 
la~--aul~<~e for all 2, It>~22. 
Let 2o>~2t, 22. For 21>2o we obtain using (e) 
Ib;.l~, = Ib j~,  and laal,~,o = [a;.~l~ 
which implies 
hence 
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too = v(Y) to  = v(b~.)to 
to~ = ~(x)  too = v(a~.) too 
la~.b~.l~, = v(a~ba)to = v(a z) v(b~.)to = v(a ~.) too = r 
for all 2 > 20. By the definition of ~ we obtain 
I~(XT)to = (D I = ~(X) [~(y)o.). 
(b) Let too = 0. Let ~ > 0 be given. Since (a~.) is a Cauchy net there 
exists 20 ~ A with 
a~. -a~,  E U~.~ for ).>~2o. 
By (V4), to '~ W ~ exists with 
The assumption too = v(Y)to = 0 implies [b~_[,,, --* 0, hence there exists 21E A 
with 
[b~l,o~<Min(a, eo') for ,~.>~2 I. 
Then 
hence 
la~.ob~.l,.~ = v (a j  Ib~l,o <~ v(a j to '  <~ ~, 
a~.b~. = azob~. + (a;. - a~)  b;. ~ U~. ,~ + U~. ~. U~. ,~ ~ U ..... 
for ). >~ )-t, 2o. Therefore [a~.b).[,,, -~, O, hence 
~(xy)to = 0 = t~(x) too = t~(x) ~(y)to. 
(c) Let tot = O, but too # O. Then [a~.[,~o ~ 0 and for some 2o ~ A we 
have 
hence 
too = d(y)to = Ib~],~ for 2 >/20, 
la~.b~.l~, = v(a~.) Ib~l,~ = v(a~.) 020 = la~.l,,~ O, 
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hence 
~(xy)o) = 0 = col = ~(x) coo = ~(x) ~(y)co. 
We proved t~(xy)co=f(x)fO')co f r all coEIV, hence t3 satisfies (V3). 
Similarly, (V2) and (V4) are proved, (V5) and (V6) are immediate. 
Let t3:/~ --* End IV be the extension of v: R ~ End IV. By 
Ixl,,, = O(x)co 
we obtain extensions of the functions I I~: R --. W to /~. 
The topology on /~ induced by the value function t~: /~ End IV is 
determined by the filter generated by the sets 
0~.~,= {x~k l lxl,,,~e}. 
We have 
{x R I 
Let x6  0~.,~ and (a).) be a Cauchy net converging to x. If Ix],,,-r 0 then for 
some 20 E A 
la;I,i, = Ixl,,, ~< c for ). >/)-o- 
If Ixl~, = 0 ihen la~l~, --' 0, hence for some 21 e A 
la~.l~, ~< ~ for 2>~21. 
In any case aze  U, .~for  sufficient large 2. 
This shows that U,.~, is the closure of U~.~,. Therefore, z3 induces the 
topology of/~. Hence R is dense in/~ with respect o the topology induced 
by ~. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let col, co2 ~ IVY, col <~ co2, and x ~ R with Ix[,,,, > 0. 
Then there exists an element a~ R such that 
f(x)co=v(a)co foral l  co~lVwithcol<~co<~co 2. 
Proof. Let ~ E W x with e < Ixl,~. Since R is dense in/~ there exists a E R 
such that 
x-a~O~.~,  2 or I x -a l~ ,2~.  
For col ~<co~<co2 we have 
hence by (e) 
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f'(x)co = Ixl,~ = lal,,, = v(a)oo. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let v: R ~ End W be a vahte function such that v(a) is 
semi-regular for  all a ~ R. Then ~(x) is semi-regular for  all x ~ R. 
3. VALUED FIEt.DS 
Let K be a field, B a valuation ring of K,. B ~ K. 
We first show that every valuation ring B leads to a value function. Let 
IV= {zB I z eK}  be the set of the fractional principal right ideals. IV is 
totally ordered by inclusion (for a, b e K x we have b-~a e B or a-~b e B, 
hence aB ~ bB or bB ~ aB), the null ideal is the least element of | l: 
For a~ K we define v(a) ~ End IV by 
v(a) zB = azB. 
It is easy to show that the mapping v :K~End W, a~-~v(a) is a value 
function on K. 
The functions 
I I,.~: K-- '  ll; lal~,=v(a)oo 
are valuations of K in the sense of 15]. If 09 = aB, a e K x, then I1~, has 
aBa -~ as the associated valuation ring. Therefore, there is a corre- 
spondence between the classes of conjugate valuation rings and value 
functions on K [5, p. 20]. 
Let ~, oo~ W x and ~=aB,  oo=b- tB  for a, b~K ~. Since 
Ixl,,, <~ e ~ v(x)w = xb-  ~ B <~ aB r x e aBb 
we have 
U~.~,: {xEK I  Ix l~<~} =aBb. 
Thus the topology induced by the value function v has 
{aBb l a, b~ K"} 
as a base of zero neighborhoods. We call it the valuation topology 
generated by B. 
THEOREM 3.1. A vahtation topology is an S-topology. 
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Proof. We must show that the sets aBb, a, be K x, form a base o'f an 
S-filter r. By 2.2, z satisfies (A)-(D). Since 
(CaBb) -I ~b- lBa  -I  
we have for given c, de  K x 
cb(C aBb)- i  ad~_ cBd. 
Therefore, z satisfies the condition (S). 
COROLLARY 3.2 [2]. A vahtation topology is a field topology which is 
mhlhnal among the ring topologies of K. 
TttEOREM 3.3. Let IC be the completion of a vahted field K and 
t3: K--* End tV the extension of the vahte fimetion v: K--* End IV. Then x ~ IC 
is a unit h~ I~ if and only if ~(x) is bijeetive. Further, ~(x) is semi-regular for 
all x e g ~. 
Proof. (a) For aeK x, v(a) is bijective since v(a- ' )  is its inverse, thus 
v(a) is semi-regular. Further, v(0)=0 is semi-regular. Hence v(a) is 
semi-regular for all a~K. By 2.4, 6(x) is semi-regular for all x~/(:  
(b) If x is a unit in /(" then f(x -~) is the inverse of 6(x). Hence f(x) 
is bijective. 
(c) Let x not be a unit in /~. Let (a).) be a Cauchy net in K 
converging to x. By 1.5 two cases are possible: 
(1) There exists aeK x such that for all ) ,~K x and 2oeA there 
exists 2>/2o with aj.a~j,B. 
For co = aBe tV x we have 
la;.l~, =a~aB <~ ),B= lya-I I~. 
Since y and 2o can be chosen arbitrarily the left hand side is arbitrarily 
small for some 2 >/20. Since (a;.) is a Cauchy net we have [a;.[o, --, 0, hence 
f(x)co = 0. Thus f(x) is not injective. 
(2) There exists a EK x such that for all ) ,eK  x and 2oeA there 
exists 2 >1 20 with aa~ e By. 
Put co=y-~B and to'=a-~B. Then we obtain 
la;.Io,=a;.y-lB <~a-lB=o~ '. 
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Since y and therefore co can be chosen arbitrarily, the values of v(a,~) are 
bounded by co' for all co ~ IV, hence 
fi(x)r for all ~o~ IV. 
Therefore, f (x) is not surjective. 
TIIEOREM 3.4. Let I~ be the completion of a vahted field K and 
t3:/~'--. End IV the extension of the value fimction v: K ~ End IV. The sets 
It = {x~ I~l f(x) not injective} 
12 = {xe I~[ 6(x) not surjective} 
are two-sided ideals of I~. I f  I is a proper one-sided Meal of s then I is 
contained in I~ or in 12. 
Proof (1) Let x, ),EI~ and cot, oJ2e IV x such that 
t~(x)co=0 for all co~ IVwith 0~<o9~<~ l 
~(.v)~o=0 for all toe IVwith 0~<o9~<o92. 
By (V2) we have t~(x+y)co=0 for all o9~< Min(o)t, co2), hence x+.y~l  t. 
Since f (x )= f ( -x )  we have -x~l i .  
(2) Let x~I~, y~I~, and co t ~ IV "~ such that f (x ) r  for all r t. 
By (V4) there exists co 2 ~ IV ~ such that 
f (y)  o92 ~< o~1, hence ~(xy) co2 ~< t~(x) cot = 0 
which implies x) '~ I~. Further, gO'x) o9~ = vO') g(x) co, = 0, hence ),x~ I , ,  
thus I~ is an ideal. A similar proof  shows that 12 is an ideal. 
(3) Since I is a proper one-sided ideal every element x~l  is not a 
unit, hence 6(x) is not bijective by 3.3. In order to show I~_I~ or I~12 we 
must exclude the case that for x, 3, ~ I we have 
t~(x) is injective, but not surjective, 
t~(y) is surjective, but not injective. 
Since f (y)  is semi-injective, but not injective there exists co~ ~ tV x such that 
6(y)~ = lyl,o--0 for 0~<co~<o,. On the other hand, f(x) is injective, hence 
~(x)o~ = Ixl~,> 0, hence by (e), t~(x+ y) r  I x+y l~= Ixl,,>O for ~ IV t, 
~o<o9~. Thus f ) (x+y) is injective. With a similar argument, ~(x+y)  is 
surjective, hence bijective. By 3.3, x + y is a unit, contrary to x + y ~ L 
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Remark. If Ii = 12 = 0 then /(7 is a field. The example in [5, p. 25] leads 
to a ring with two maximal ideals [6],  the same is true in Dubrovin's 
example [1].  It is a question of some interest whether completions of 
valued fields exist with only one non-zero maximal ideal. 
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